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Financial Times  fashion editor Jo Ellison interviewing Fashion Tech Lab's  Miros lava Duma at las t year's  FT Bus iness  of Luxury Summit in Lisbon,
Portugal. Image credit: Financial Times

 
By MICKEY ALAM KHAN

Bringing together the great and good, the Financial T imes' will focus on luxury disruption and the innovators who
are changing the narrative at its  FT Business of Luxury Summit May 20-22 in Venice, Italy.

Using the backdrop of Venice a city that has reinvented itself repeatedly over the centuries the fashion-focused
conference will discuss how traditional luxury houses can innovate to stay ahead of industry disruptors. Other
issues under deliberation include the millennials and Gen Z and how they are changing the retail and media
landscape.

"We want to explore how young and established brands are innovating to stay ahead in this changing consumer
landscape," said Jo Ellison, fashion editor of the FT, London.

Here is the dialogue with Ms. Ellison in its entirety:

Disruption seems to be the "in" word across every business sector. What does it mean in luxury and fashion?

In the luxury market disruptors come in many forms, but we'll be looking specifically at how digital has changed the
way brands market their products and services and how consumer spending is paving the way for new industry
innovators.

The FT has the pick of themes to choose from each year. This year's choice which other themes were in
consideration or could have been?

Millennials have been driving spending in the luxury market for the past few years and are expected to account for
over 50 percent of sales in the next five years.

We wanted to focus on brands that have achieved incredible growth by harnessing millennial and Gen Z clients.

What can attendees expect this year at the Venice summit in terms of content and presentation? How many folks do
you expect will attend versus last year?
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The two-day flagship event features interviews with some of the biggest names in fashion, including Diego Della
Valle, Cedric Charbit, Stefano Gabbana and Domenico Dolce, Katharine Hamnett, Luca di Montezemolo and Erdem
Moralioglu.

Marie-Claire Daveu, chief sustainability officer at Kering will be addressing key industry issues such as sustainable
fashion and green manufacturing.

Italy's former prime minister and president of Bocconi University, Mario Monti, will discuss the industry's economic
outlook with the FT's chief economic commentator, Martin Wolf.

More than 400 people registered last year and we're expecting a similar number to attend this year.

Why the choice of Venice? How far out do you decide the venue for the conference?

We decided to host the summit in Venice as its historical role as a luxury trading center made it an interesting place
from which to examine disruption.

Venice has had to adapt and change over the centuries to meet the changing market. And is still thriving.

The lineup this year has a mix of young and experienced executives from new and established brands. What was the
thinking behind your choice of speakers?

We want to explore how young and established brands are innovating to stay ahead in this changing consumer
landscape.

We're excited to welcome the 25-year-old CEO of Rimowa suitcases, Alexandre Arnault, to the stage and, of course,
the classic Italian duo, Dolce and Gabbana, whose 37-year-old company has gone through enormous change over
the years.

You've covered the business for a while now and have the benefit of a big-picture view. What is likely to change in
the next couple of years that marketers need to start working on now?

Experiential luxury, travel, food, wellness and health have become huge signifiers of growth in recent years.

It might be hard to name names, but are there any brands that you cover that are handling change and evolving
consumer tastes and consumption behavior the right way? Even sectors which ones seem to be ahead of disruption
or, at least, grappling with challenges in the appropriate manner?

Balenciaga has seen phenomenal growth in the last couple of years 76 percent of its  business is now driven by
millennials.

Rimowa has charged ahead with a number of collaborations that have engaged with an entirely new customer base.

Dolce&Gabbana have been incredibly agile.

But it's  interesting also to look at newer brands like Gabriela Hearst a luxury brand that has introduced lots of
different strategies including sustainability and vertical production and is still producing an extraordinarily high-end
product.

Back at the conference, what should delegates who attend the luxury-summit circuit worldwide expect of the FT and
its moderators this time?

Delegates can expect agenda-setting, informative sessions from a stellar line-up of speakers across the fashion
industry.

What's your favorite memory of last year's FT Business of Luxury?

Talking to such a range of different experts.

I always find the conference gives me loads to think about and sets thoughts in motion that inspire me for months
after.

Please click here to register for the FT Business of Luxury Summit in Venice, Italy on May 20-22, 2018
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